Abstract-An dimensional crossed cube, CQ,,, is a variation of hypercubes. in this paper, we give a new shortest path routing algorithm based on a new distance measure defined hsreln. In comparison with Efe's algorithm, which generates one shortest path in O(ri2) time, our algorithm can generate more shortest paths in O ( n ) time. Based on a given shortest path routing algorithm, we consider a new performance measure of interconnection networks called edge congestion. Using our shortest path routing algorithm and assuming that message exchange between all pairs of vertices is equally probable, we show that the edge congestion of crossed cubes is the same as that of hypercubes. Using the result of edge congestion, we can show that the bisection width of crossed cubes is FA We also prove that wide diameter and fault diameter are E1 -t-2. Furthermore, we study embedding of cycles in cross cubes and construct more types than previous work of cycles of length at least four.
INTRODUCTION
ITWCIRK topology is a cruicial factor for intcrconncctioii N networks since it determines tho performancc of a network. Many interconnection network topologies have bcm propused in the literature tor connecting hundreds or thousands of processing elements. Network topology is always represented by a graph in which vertices represent processors and edges rcprcscnt links bctwccn proccssoru. Among these topolngies, the binary n-cube (abbrcviatcd as hypcrcuibe), dciiotcd by Q,, is one of the popular topologies, Howwer, a hypercube does not make the best use of its hardware, since it is possible to fashion networks with lower diameters than that of Q,&. One such topology is thc crossed cube, which was first proposed by H e [I] . An n-dimensional crossed cube, denoted by CQnI is derived from Q,L by changing the connection of some hypercube links. It has R diameter of [ + I , an routing complexity, diameter, wide diameter, fault diameter, bisection width, and embedding of cycles.
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Bfe prcscnted a shortest path routing algorithm of crossed cubes in [I], which generated one shortest path for any pair of vertices in O(n2) time. In this paper, we define a new distance measiire which enables us to find more shortest paths for any pair of vertices in O(.II) time. When transmitting Or broadcasting inessagcs, heavily congcstcd edges will dclay communication timc. A nctwork having a relatively balanced comniiiiiicatioii load of edges under the specified routing algorithm is preferred. Motivatcd by this obscrvntirm, we intrciducc the notion nf cd,sp coqystiorr, indcpcndcnt of Piduccia and Hcdricks work [41. Assuming that message exchange between all pairs of vertices is equally probable, we thus consider all-pair shortest path routing for calculating edge congestion. For each edge, w e measure the number of pairs of vertices that will route through this edge given ;-i specific routing algoritlim. Edge congestion of a network under a specified routing algorikhm is the maximiim of thc congestion of all edges. We define edge congestion of a network by taking the minimum nvcr all routing algorihns. Smallcr edge congestion is preferred. In this papcr, WCL first specify our routing strategy based on our shortest path routing algorithm and show that the edge congestion of the crosscd cube is equal to that of tlic hypercube Q.,k. Using the result of edge congestion, we can calculate tlic biscction width of crossed cubes.
Disjoint paths between a pair of vertices contribute to rnultipath communicaticin behvccn these two vertices and provide alternative routes in the case of vertex or link failures. The notion of connectivity, wide diameter, and fault diameter is defined based on iiiultiplc disjoint paths. In [6], the author showed the existence of 11 disjoint paths for any pair of vertices in a crossed cube CQ,, to prove its connectivity, without obtaining the length of these paths. In cQ 4 other words, m e caimot get wide diameter from this construction. Wide diameter and faault diameter of a crossed cubc CQrt arc studied in this paper.
Thc problem of simulating onc network by another can be modeled as a graph embedding problem. Embeddings of complete binary trees and cycles into crossed cubus wci'c presented in [3], [7] , [ 9 ] . In comparison with [3], wc give a concrcto construction of cycles of arbitrary length. In [(f] , the authors constructed one type of cycles for an arbitrary length, whereas we construct various types of cycles in this paper.
Thc rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes some known results on crossed cubes and introduces notation used in this paper. In Section 3, we define a distance measure. Based on this measure, we givc a new shortcst path routing algorithm which runs in O(n) time. Wide diamctcr and fault diameter are studied in Section 4. In Section 5, we define the notion of edge congestion and comparc edge congestion of hypercubes and crossed cubes. In addition, we calculate bisection width cif crossed cubes. Embedding of cycles into crossed cubus by constructing various types of cycles i s presented in Section 6. Finally, we make mncluding remarks in Scction 7.
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
Let G be a graph. We use V(G) and E(G) to denote the vertex set and tlw cdge set of G, respectivcly. Let T and 11 be two vertices. Wc usc d~: (x, y) to denote the distance between x and 11 in G . To define crossed cubes, wc first introduce the notation of "pnir relnted.'' Let x = ((OO! OO), (10, l.O) , (01, U), (11, Ol) 
Now consider thc rcla tionship between &Q,, ( U , U ) and p(u,71 We now present a shortest path i:outinp algorithm which can gciierate multiple shortest paths and is different from khc onc proposed in [l] . Step 1: If T = 0 then go to Step 2; else find a j c 'I' and call ONE-STEP-ROUTE(:j, 01).
Step 2 If Q , = fl then output: the scqucricc ,S which yields shortest paths, set S to bc empty, and go to Step 4.
, I -p
Step 3 holds for some i E QI then choose such smallest a;
Call ONE-STEI'_lZOUl'E(i, Q1 ) and go tn Step 2.
Step 4: If Q n = II then output the sequence S which yields shurtcst paths and STOP. ii2Li+lii2,7 -w~~+ I v~~ and the 2,jtli neighbor 
ONE-STBP-ROUTE(
Step 3 we choose 1: :
< 5 reaching 0100011.1100011. or ~llll011110!~011, and reducep5(tr,?1) by onc. Now, the set 9 1 i s still (5,4; 1). Repeating Step 3, we find i 2 1 in this iteration and route to nlOOOll.l1OOl.Ol or 011101111i1111I~1. It reduces 9 1 to {5,4}. Subsequently, 1: = 4 and i = 5 arc found in the Following iterations of Step 3, which render Ql to be empty. In summary, per-forming Step 1 to Step 3, we can obtain the following two shortest paths: The paths P,i and PI are obtained by changing thc fifth, fourth, fifth and h i duublc bits seqtientially.
We summarize in Table 1 <l.-p.
d. 1'.
11;j+171$3
is sakisficd for 'all j < IC and j E Q1, Theorcm 1.
1.

2.
Thu 
Fault diameter estimates tlw iinpact on diameter whcii faults occur, i.e., the removal of vertices from G. Small ( E -l)-fa,?ult diamcter is also desirable to obtain smaller cflmmmication delay when vcrtcx faults occur. Obviously, has thc form ( u , n '~P * ( d , v ) 
into two (not necessarily c o n w k e d s u b p p h s with
The problem of finding ttic bisection width of a graph is NI'-hard. The bisecticm width of an intcrconnection network is a critical factor in determining the speed with which the network can perform a computation and the area needed to layout this network [8] .
In this section, we will prove that c(CQ,,) =* ~(8.~) 2 2" and w(CQ,,) = 2"-1 I Theorem 4. c(QPI) = 2". On the other hand, let C be the routing strategy which routes x to y by changing thc riglitmost differing bit itcratively. To be precise, assume that x differs from y at k bits, say, the !I-, l?-, . . ., Ikth bits with
Then,Pc(x,g) isgivenby (z=z",~:l,..,,~:k=~~),wh~ X~~ differs from :di-+' at the la-kith bit. Let t: = (U, I ) ) bc a n edge of Qlr with U and v differing a t the jth bit such that Similarly,
The proposed routing algorithm for the prnof of Theorem 4 is an optimal routing algorithm for hypercubes and picrates iiniform congestion for all edgcs.
To calculate c(C4,,), we restrict our rtmting algorithm to executing only Steps 2 and 3. Furthermorc, in ONE-STEP-~ ROUTE when pj(zi., 11) = 2, we routc to the ( 2 j + 1)th neighbor of U . This algorithm is denoted by D. In this way, Algorithm ,ll geiierratcs only one shortest path from one vertex to another. For oxamplc, the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in C&n generated by Algorithm I1 are givcn as foIlows:
(00, io), (00, io, U), {oo,nij, Using this algorithm, we obtain cn(c) for each edge e in CQz and CQ,, as illushated in Figs. 3a and 3b . 
11.
Again, wc have either [U, v] 
and x is not the 0-neighbor of U . When 5 i s thc 1-neighbor of ti, i t follows from Algorithm B that 1, is the vertex v. 
The proof is by induction on n. The theorcm is true for n = 2,3, as illusbated in Fig. 3 . Supposu that this theorem holds for CQ,L-l. It follows from Lcmmas 3 and4 that thc statement is also true for Proof. Note that CQ,, is constriictcd from two identical ( n -1)-dimensional crossed cubes GQ:-, and CQ:,.
which are coniiected by dz.m-(?a -1) edges of CQ,,. Sincc thesc dim-(n-1) edges form a pcrfcct matching and removal of these edges disconnects CWll, it follows that
Wc define an embedding of a dirccted complete graph of 2" vertices, denoted by IC, into CQTl where each edge from 7~ to I I in K is embcddcd by P&L, 91) in CQ,,.
Suppose w(CQ,) = 71; < Y -~. It follows that CC),, can be partitioned into two subgraphs of equal size by removing a cut of iii edges. This cut of Cy,, also induces i l bisection of IC. Since each edge of CQ,, is containcd in at most 2" shortest paths following fimn Lemma 6, it follows that w ( K ) 5 702" < 22"-1, which is contradictory
We will use the following lemma (originally stated in [4]) to find a lower bound for c(G). Mormver, this boitncl is tighf.
In particular, we can choose a cut that bisccts L' i n (I), which can bc restated as follows:
Proof. It follows from (2) and Theorem 5 that c(CQ,,) 2 2".
011 khc other hand, Corollary 2 states c(CQ,J 5 2". Thus the theorem follows.
0
Since our proposed shortcst routing Algorithm r! achieves c(CQT,), Algorithm I1 i s an optimal routing algorithm. Theorem h implies that c(CQ9,) = c(QTL). Furthermore, since hypcrcuibes have an optimal routing algorithim which generates uniform congestion of all cdgcs, Theorem h implies that each cdge of crossed cubes has sinaller congestion than 01' cqual congestion to that of hypercubes.
EMBEDD~NG OF CYCLES
A cyclc is often used as a connectinn structure for local area networks, and can also be used as a cnntrol/data flow structure for distributed computation in arbitrary networks. In this section, we prescnt cmbcdding of cyclcs into CQ,I that our cmbedding of cycles is diffcrcnt from thc clnc proposed in [9] . A cycle of length k is denoted by Ck. Let 11, II be binary strings of length R -2 satisfying (U, TI) E E(G6),,-2). 111 order to construct large cycles in C&, wc define two types of pviirrilive paths from ?LOO or ril0 to uIKi as follows: 
where P' is a type-1 priinitivc path from ?r."-'OO to u6n0. It follows that i = 4 (~ -2) + 11' ' I + I and to be precise, i = 4.5 -3,4s -~ 2,4s -i , 4s.
When s is odd, we use Cs to construct qj similar to Ci as follows: cj = (?C100,11'0 1 ,111 11 , 2 1 1 10, ?L* 1 0 , 2 11,2r201,?? 00, us00, v~fli,?LS11,1~:'in!. . . ~u"-~io,~~1"-~in,~-)",.u"oo,u'uo), where T"' is il type-2 primitive path from 71"-'1(1 to ~' 0 0 .
It follows that j can be 4s -3,4s -2,4s -I , 4s. Therefore, we have obtained cycles C! such that q27t-3 + 1 ) -3 5 I 5 4(2'c-", i.e., 2"-' + 1 5 Is 2". Hence, the theorem folloiws. 0 Bnsed on the above proof idea, we can easily construct a cyclc of arbitrary length. We here illustrate an example of construcling Cl9 in CQ5. First, we fitid a cycle of length p i 5 in CQ!, which is given by 4 = (ooo,ool,Ol I , 101,1.00,000).
Since , q is odd and 1.9 = 4s -I, we can use Cl., and a Pl,;( Embedding cycles prcseiitcd in 191 c m cnnstruct one hype cif cycles for an arbitrary length, while ours can construct various typcs of cycles since we can start with any vertex and maka modification of type-I and type-2 primitive paths to construct cyclcs. For example, to construct C;9 in CQa, we define a different cyclc of lcngth 5, which is given as follows: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Though topological properties of crossed cubes have been sludied in ttw litwature, we introduce a new mcaswc in this paper called pair related distance. Using this measure, wc can easily find the shortest distance between any pair of vertices. Rtrthcrmorc, wc u w this memiire to give a shortest path routing algorithm in O(n) time rather than O(n') timc in comparison with previous work. In lhis paper, we also dofine a ~I P W performancc measure called edge congestion. Given the shortcst path routing algorithm presented in this p a p , wc sliow that lhi. cdgc congestion of crossed cubes is 2'L, cqual tu that of hypercubes. nisection width of crosscd cubes is 2 ' ' -' . Wc also prove that the wide diameter and the fault diamcter [if crtlsscd cubcs are approxi mrltely half of those of hypercubes. Furtlicriiwre, crossed cubes arc shown to be pancyclic networks with more types of cycles c~nistructcd. it fol1ows that '1ui and U ai'e in a subgraph isomorphic to CQ. Hnwcver, [' : are not necessarily (.it, u)-pths. is isomorphic to CQn. If PI' is also a neighbor of xi (as illustrated in Fig. 5b) , wc ctnistruct respectively. Suppose that a l l nf w l , w2, w~, -~, and w ,~ ai'e distinct from 'ii, say, is isomorphic to C$,, using 1.11~ same arguments as in Case 1.2, we construct i:, a s given by (5). Sincc CQyl (pl,-2(z1)) and CQ,h(7~,1 . 2 (~) ) are adjacent subgraphs, CQ.,r(p,a-2 (zj ) ,pia & l ) ) i s isomorphic to C&.
If 2 is alsn a neighbor o f z1 (as shown in Fig. 6a) Moreover, any internal vertex of PI differs from thoscl of Ch-l at the last two bits and differs from those of PJ, P,, at the first ri -2 bits. Similarly, any internal vertex of differs from those of P,, at the last two bits. T~L I S , E',, Pz, 4 -, /{& are disjoint paths and satisfy Conditions 1, 2, and 3.
111
Thus, we have obtained Thus, the proof is complckd. We can assume without loss of generality that P,j(x: y) is the shortest among all o f Pn(x', g'), whcrc cadi (:G'! j/) is in the same equivalence class with ( x , ?I), i.e., (x', g') E
x [ n , ?I] and (x, y) G (XI* g'). 11 follows that po(n:, 11) = 0, since nthcrwisc wc can obtain another pair of verticcs in this equivalence class having sliortcr path. Since ( U , 27) is in P,~(z,y) and i s also a dim-d, d 2 2, cdgc of CQk, it follows that 
